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Introduction

THE INTRODUCTION SHOULD PROVIDE A HIGH-LEVEL MOTIVATION AND DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM YOU WISH TO SOLVE. IT SHOULD INCLUDE A LITERATURE REVIEW TOGETHER WITH A CLEAR IDENTIFICATION OF OPEN PROBLEMS IN THE RESEARCH AREA [1].

Problem Statement

PROVIDE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF WHAT PROBLEM YOU ARE GOING TO INVESTIGATE IN YOUR THESIS WORK. PROVIDE 2 TO 4 CLEAR AND CONCRETE PROBLEMS THAT WILL BE THE CORE OF THE THESIS WORK.

Methodology

DESCRIBE THE STEPS YOU WILL TAKE IN ATTEMPTING TO ANSWER YOUR RESEARCH QUESTION OR WHETHER YOU WILL FOLLOW A KNOWN SCIENTIFIC OR ENGINEERING METHOD.

Research Plan and Timeline

DESCRIBE THE ACTIVITIES THAT MUST BE PERFORMED DURING THE WORK, IN WHICH ORDER AND HOW LONG TO YOU PLAN TO HAVE THEM. IT IS NOT ENOUGH TO COPY-PASTE THE IMPORTANT DATES FOR THE COURSE.
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